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Kulosaari yacht club in the foreground and
Suomenlinna Fortress in the distance.
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SnowflakesinfinlaTCRnda snowflakes in usaS

SnowflakesinfinlaTCRnda snowflakes in usaS
Dec. 13
Dec. 19
Dec. 24
Dec. 25
Dec. 26
Dec. 28
Dec. 31
Jan. 1
Jan. 8
Jan. 10
Jan. 12

Jan. 23

Saint Lucia's Day (Lucian päivä)
6:30 PM

Finnish Choral Society Christmas Concert and Dinner

Maki Hall/FLC

7:30 PM

Christmas Eve (Jouluaatto)
Christmas Day (Joulupäivä)
Films from Finland Series: Myrsky (Stormheart), 2008, 96 minutes, K-7.

SCC

2:00 PM

Films from Finland Series: Myrsky (Stormheart), 2008, 96 minutes, K-7.
New Years Eve (Uudenvuodenaatto)
New Years Day (Uudenvuodenpäivä) Happy New Year!
FFSC Feb./Mar. Newsletter Deadline. Submit info. to
ffsceditor@ymail.com
Winter Trimester Finnish Language Classes begin. Registration on page
#15.
10:30 AM- Landscapes for Kids- children have the opportunity to create their own
tree slab landscape paintings to take home. All supplies provided.
Noon
Children age 8 and older, max. 10 students. Reservations are required.
Call 206.789.5707 x10 for more info.
Films from Finland Series: Rouva Presidentti (Madame President), 2012,
7:30 PM
90 minutes, S.

SCC

NHM

SCC

Jan. 25

2:00 PM

Films from Finland Series: Rouva Presidentti (Madame President), 2012,
90 minutes, S.

SCC

Jan. 27

11:30 AM

FLC

Feb. 5

Finnish Lutheran Church Annual Meeting
Finlandia Foundation National Grants and Scholarships deadline. Go to
finlandiafoundation.org for info. and applications
Runeberg's Day (J.L. Runebergin päivä)

Feb. 14

Happy Valentine's Day! (Ystävänpäivä)

Feb. 1

Mar. 3

2:00 PM

37th Annual Kalevala Day Festival- Details TBA

NHM

(Schedule Notes continued on page # 11)
Notes: While we strive for a complete listing of all upcoming events, that is not always possible. These are only events that have
been reported to us. If not listed here, contact info. for most of the events in our calendar is available elsewhere in this
newsletter. Also remember, events, dates and times are always subject to change.
FLC= Finnish Lutheran Church, 8504 13th Ave NW, Seattle
NHM= Nordic Heritage Museum, 3014 NW 67th St, Seattle
SCC= Swedish Cultural Center, 1920 Dexter Ave N, Seattle
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I was surprised
to see a major
retail chain
starting up the
holiday giftgiving
advertisements
even before
the Ghosts of
Halloween
Present had
done their tricking or treating. By now,
however, the last of the Halloween
candy is likely gone, so can
Thanksgiving be far behind? And we all
know that the period between
Thanksgiving and Christmas is
accelerated in a way that defies the laws
of physics.
With the advent of the holiday season,
most of us, in one way or another, begin
to operate in ways that can be described
as traditional. My American Heritage
College Dictionary suggests that
tradition is the passing down of
elements of culture from generation to
generation. These elements consist of
customs and usages from the past that
have relevance to the present. The Latin
root of the word “tradition” refers to
handing over, delivering or entrusting.
So, as the holidays unfold, we will find
ourselves doing a number of things as
we have done them for years, decades,
even generations. How we decorate our
homes, those we visit or who visit us,
how we spend our time together, what
we eat, the stories we tell – much of this
has been passed down.
We acknowledge that not all tradition is
worthy of keeping and handing over.
Indeed, we live in an age when tradition
is often seen as an obstacle to the
necessary march of progress. And, it is
possible, that even when we see that
tradition is plainly withering, we may

be reluctant to part with it, since it does
give us reassurance of some measure of
continuity in an uncertain world.
I readily admit to being a traditionalist,
in the sense that I find it difficult to part
with the customs and usages to which I
am emotionally connected. For
example, though no one in our family is
really fond of rutabaga casserole, I
continue to make it as part of our
Christmas Eve culinary tradition. I do
so because lanttulaatikko is associated
with my first memories of Christmas in
Finland. Christmas would not cease to
be Christmas without this dish, but, for
me, it would be diminished.
Much of tradition enriches us. I think of
examples in our local Finnish
community in the Puget Sound area. By
the time this newsletter goes to press,
the annual Seattle Finnish Community
Bazaar will be over. Note the “annual,”
for this event has been part of our
collective life for decades now. It’s
really quite a remarkable coming
together of nearly all Finnish
organizations, which rent their tables,
put up their displays, sell their baked
goods and handicrafts, pass along their
information, raffle off their baskets and
offer their Finnish food. For longer than
I can say, Leo Utter was the guiding
spirit behind the bazaar. There may
have been some concern when he died
that the tradition would languish, but it
did not. Sandy Haug, Tuija
Kaarrekoski, Liisa Mannery, and
Norman Westerberg, who form of the
core of the Finnish American Heritage
Committee, have kept the bazaar going,
and in doing so have honored Leo’s
memory, since we all know how
important this event was to him.
Another holiday season event
happening among us is the Finnish
Independence Day Dinner Dance,

coming up on December 1. While
sponsored for some time by Finlandia
Foundation Seattle Chapter, there are
archival materials and even some living
memories that trace it back beyond the
founding of our chapter. By now, it is
widely-known among us that the first
Saturday in December is the date we
come together to remember the
circumstances under which independent
Finland came into existence, to pay
tribute to those who fought to preserve
that independence, and to rejoice in the
advancements that have been made
under conditions of independence in
post-war Finland. It is a source of real
satisfaction to us to know that there are
dozens, even hundreds, of such
festivities now going on wherever Finns
and friends of Finland are gathered all
over the globe. We don’t all celebrate
in the same way. Here, there is a full
evening of dinner, program and dance.
That is our tradition, and we have kept
it for about a half century.
But is fifty years long enough to create
a tradition? How much time is
required? I like what the theologian
Thomas Merton says about that:
“Tradition, which is always old, is at
the same time ever new because it is
always revising – born again in each
new generation to be lived and applied
in a new and particular way.” So,
tradition is not ossification. Tradition
honors the past, but does not fear the
present, nor shrink from the future.
Even the recipe for my rutabaga
casserole has changed over the years,
and it is better for it. Surprising what a
little ginger can do. And may the
coming holiday season bring you joy in
your own evolving traditions.

Gary London
FFSC President

Finlandia Foundation Seattle Chapter has received a
Finnish Media Abroad Grant from Suomi-Seura/Finland
Society to assist in the publication of our newsletter
December 2012/January 2013
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Joachim Damstrom
Finnish Choral Society ~ Seattle
Finnish Lutheran Church
Lori & Tom Fox
Marja Hall ~ Bellevue
Harold Hansen
Ron Karjala & Family ~ Federal Way
Katrilli Finnish Folkdancers
The Koski & Parker Family ~ Mukilteo
Kaisa & Gary London ~ Seattle
Aini & Fred Messmer ~ Marysville
Amy, Mikko, Johanna, Tuomas, Antti, & Elsa Männistö ~ Bellevue
Eva & Heikki Männistö ~ Bellevue
Arno Mustonen ~ Seattle
Linda & Leo Nalli ~ Auburn
Mikko Niemelä ~ Seattle
Elaine Packard ~ Seattle
JoAnne Hardt Rudo ~ Seattle
Seattlen Soumi Koulu/ Finnish School of Seattle
Winnie & Yura Sihon ~ Renton
Doris & Dale Snow ~ Kirkland
Swedish Finn Historical Society
Tanhuajat Finnish Folk Dancers
Pentti Toivola
Andrejs Udris ~ Bellevue
United Finnish Kaleva Brothers and Sisters, Lodge 11
University of Washington Finnish Studies Program
Sirkku Vasama & Family
Eila Viitaniemi & Antoine Aznar ~ Seattle
Pam Dymond-Weed & Bill Weed ~ Seattle
Benita & Norman Westerberg ~ Mercer Island
Fran & Lee Whitehill ~ Shoreline

Hauskaa Joulua ja
Onnellista Uutta
Vuotta

The board of
The Finlandia Foundation Seattle Chapter
joins the above members and friends
in wishing everyone a
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
FFSC Newsletter
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DECEMBER FILM IS HOLIDAY TREAT FOR THE FAMILY
By: Gary London
Who can resist a big, lovable dog?
Probably not anyone who gets to know
“Myrsky” in the film of the same name
– the last offering in the 2012 “Films
from Finland” series on December 26.
True to the holiday tradition, this is a
family-friendly film.

Children’s Film Festival in 2008. The film avoids the
easy sentimentality of many children’s films by
intermixing some serious themes with the humor
inherent in the situation. The relationship between the
family’s seven-year-old daughter and her pet is
especially engaging.

As is usual for the December film, children are
Indeed, this is a film for families about one particular
especially invited to attend. While adults are encouraged
family and how its life is turned topsy-turvy by the
to make a $5.00 donation at the door, children should
introduction of a canine the father has found homeless in leave their Christmas money at home. Refreshments will
East Germany during a business trip there. He takes the be freely offered.
dog home to his family in Finland, where it grows in size
Myrsky will be shown on December 26 at 7:30 p.m. and
as it grows attached to its benefactors. On the other hand,
on December 28 at 2:00 p.m. at the Swedish Cultural
it proves to be less than friendly to those outside the
Center. The film is in Finnish with English subtitles, is
family circle. In fact, its somewhat bizarre behavior
96 minutes in length and is rated K-7 (approximately
towards those outside the family circle becomes the
PG, though some scenes may be too intense for very
source of some concern and some befuddlement on the
young children).
part of the parents and children. Getting to the bottom of
this mystery becomes central to the plot. By the end of
“Films from Finland” is a continuing program of
the film, we all know why “Myrsky” is both gentle with Finlandia Foundation Seattle Chapter in furtherance of
some and aggressive towards others.
its mission to foster Finnish art and culture in its service
area.
Praised in Finland and abroad, Myrsky (Stormheart)
received the Audience Choice Award at the London

POPULAR FINNISH-AMERICAN FOLK DUO – PLUS ONE
When master Finnish fiddler Arto
Järvelä appeared last May before a
large crowd at Seattle´s Phinney
Neighborhood Center, he brought
with him a talented pair of musicians
from Minneapolis. That duo – Saara
Pajunen and Jonathan Rundman –
form Kaivama, with its emphasis on
Finnish folk music, described as
“danceable rhythms, joyous melodies,
icy whispers, sleek construction,
primal drones and poppy hooks.”
Kaivama returned to Seattle on
Friday, November 30 for an engagement at
the Swedish Cultural Center.
Kaivama has a relatively short but very
exciting history. Pajunen and Rundman
came together after a last minute plea from
an organizer of a Finnish festival in South
Dakota. They were so well-received that
offers began to come from throughout the
Finnish-American network in the United
States. Soon, their music was also being
December 2012/January 2013

Minnesota and the Helsinki
Conservatory, while the latter has
acquired skills with an amazing
range of instruments, including
acoustic guitar, banjo, mandolin,
harmonium, organ and piano.
Together, they create music that one
critic has described as “polished yet
rustic, subdued yet powerful, this
truly is roots music with the ability
to transport the listener to another
Photo by: Michael Sladek
continent and another time.”
Kaivama released its second CD in
played on Finnish radio as well. Less than two years this past summer. This time,
a year after they united, the duo released
Järvelä joins Pajunen and Rundman to
their first CD, which bears the name
form a trio. Those who heard these three in
“Kaivama,” deriving from the Finnish
the May concert, sponsored by the Seattle
word meaning to dig or to delve.
Folklore Society, will recognize on the
Pajunen, who hails from Hibbing,
album some of the contemporary and
Minnesota, and Rundman, who comes
traditional music from that show.
from Ishpeming, Michigan, are both
excellent musicians. The former is a
Contributed by: Gary London
violinist, trained at the University of
finlandiafoundationseattle.com
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Films from Finland
2012-2013
All Wednesday films are at 7:30 pm and all Friday films are at 2:00 pm in the
Swedish Cultural Center, 1920 Dexter Ave. N. in Seattle.
December 26/28 Myrsky (Stormheart), 2008, 96 minutes, K-7.
During the autumn of 1989 in East Berlin, the father of a Finnish family, visiting the crumbling Berlin Wall, rescues a cute
puppy and takes him home. Soon enough, the little puppy grows into a giant, who does whatever it takes to protect his loved
ones. Good holiday fare for the family.
January 23/25 Rouva Presidentti (Madame President), 2012, 90 minutes, S.
During the month when the President of the United States is inaugurated, this documentary follows Tarja Halonen through the
last year-and-a-half of her term as President of Finland. The camera tracks this country’s first female president in her official
duties and during informal moments.
February 27/March 1 Sovinto (Beyond), 2010, 96 minutes, K-15.
While nominally a Swedish film, this film version of Susanna Alakoski’s novel, Sikalat, is the harrowing account of an alcoholplagued Finnish family living in Sweden and the after-effects on the adult daughter. Outi Mäenpää and Ville Virtanen are
outstanding as the tragic parents.

March 27/29 Kansakunnan olohuone (The Living Room of the Nation), 2009, 74 minutes, K-3.
This documentary opens a view to the lives of ordinary Finns by literally going into six of their living rooms and listening to
them tell their stories in all their variety. Winner of 2010 Jussi for Best Documentary.
April 24/26 Le Havre, 2011, 89 minutes, S.
Finnish director Aki Kaurismäki`s most recent film was made in France with a largely French cast, but he brings along two of
his favorite females from Finland—Kati Outinen and Elina Salo—in this wondrous tale of the effects of one illegal immigrant
boy on those who befriend him.
May 22/24 Mosku, 2003, 129 minutes, K-11.
Based on the life story of Aleksi Hihnavaara, the legendary porokeisari (reindeer czar) of Lapland in the pre-World War II
period, this bio-film is a largely admiring look at its controversial subject, played by Kai Lehtinen.
June 26/28 Miesten vuoro (Steam of Life), 2010, 81 minutes, K-3.
Like Kansakunnan olohuone in March, this film documents the lives of everyday Finns. However, this time the men get the
stage to themselves, and the stage is an array of saunas, where, through the steam, they tell of their happiness and heartache.
July and August Contact Swedish Cultural Center at www.swedishculturalcenter.org.
September 25/27 Joki (The River), 2001, 106 minutes, K-11.
Jarmo Lampela won Jussi awards for both his screenplay and direction of this moving slice-of-life film about the intersecting lives of
people in a small Finnish city during one Saturday morning. Jussis for Best Film, Best Editing and Best Sound, plus nominations in
three other categories.
October 23/25 Kovasikajuttu (The Punk Syndrome), 2012, 85 minutes, S.
Popular with audiences and critics alike in Finland, this is the true story of the country’s most hard-core rock band, Pertti Kurikan
Nimipäivät, and its members, who are all developmentally delayed. The audience sees them off-stage and on, in all their highs and
lows. Truly unique.
November 27/29 Hiljaisuus (Silence), 2011, 107 minutes, K-13.
This unusual and powerful film, set in the waning weeks of the Continuation War, focuses on a small Finnish team at a casualty
evacuation center who prepare bodies to be sent home from the front. Winner of four Jussi awards and nominated for three others,
including Best Picture.
December Contact Swedish Cultural Center at www.swedishculturalcenter.org.
FFSC Newsletter
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Finnish Lessons - What can Washington State learn from the Finnish education model?
By John Burbank & Kristiina Hiukka

Photos courtesy of: Kristiina Hiukka

Washington State has aspirations to become the most
innovative state in the nation. Although an educated
population is the foundation of an innovation economy, it
has been widely acknowledged that we are struggling to
find a potent formula for educational success in our state.
The U.S. lags far behind some “stars student” nations like
South Korea, Japan, Singapore and Finland. Educators
around the world have marveled at particularly Finland’s
consistent excellence in international student assessments
in the recent years, and wondered about the secret sauce
of the Finnish education system. We decided to learn more
about the Finnish recipe for success.

recognized expert on education systems around the world.
Many other Finnish, American, and Finnish American
educators and “passionistas in education” participated and
led discussions and workshops during the week.

In the sold-out conference at the University of Washington
in mid November, Dr. Pasi Sahlberg, the foremost Finnish
ambassador for education and the Director General of
CIMO (Center for International Mobility) told the story of
the Finnish school reform and received a standing ovation.
Besides his eloquent and entertaining presentation at the
conference, Dr. Sahlberg met with dozens of people,
generated a lot of media attention, and provoked opinion
leaders, policy makers, and teachers in our state to
consider how to use Finland’s success in K-12 education as a
lesson and motivator to improving our children’s education
in our state.

localnews/2019676789_finland14m.html

Dr. Sahlberg was joined by several other teachers from
Finland and Americans who had worked and studied in
Finland in deep discussions about education. A Finnish
Fulbright scholar and guidance counselor Marianna
Sydänmaanlakka participated the conference, as did Vivien
Stuart, an Asian Society scholar who is an internationally

The Economic Opportunity Institute will be working with
the Center for Teaching Quality, the Seattle Education
Association, education reform organizations and our
Finnish friends to figure out and develop the next steps in
learning from Finland for the betterment of the education
of our children. Stay tuned!

Pasi Sahlberg met hundreds of people during his visit to
Seattle. Among others, he met with Bill Gates Sr., and other
leaders of the Gates Foundation, the Oki Foundation and
the Parents Union, as well as a diverse group of education
experts. Teachers, student teachers, Finnish language
students at the University of Washington, and classrooms
in Seattle Public Schools were extremely lucky to meet and
discuss with Dr. Sahlberg and Marianna Sydanmaanlakka.
A number of organizations, including the Economic
The free evening lecture hosted by the Finnish Program at
Opportunity Institute, Finlandia Foundation Seattle
the Scandinavian Studies Department was so popular that
Chapter, the Finnish Studies Department at the University some hundred people had to turned away as every seat in
of Washington, the Center for Teaching Quality, the Seattle the Kane Hall filled up fast.
Education Association, the Honorary Consuls of Finland and The local media covered Dr. Sahlberg’s message well. You
the Finnish Foreign Ministry, organized a series of
can read about his interview in KIRO radio’s Ross &
meetings, presentations, and an all-day conference to learn Burbank program: http://mynorthwest.com/75/2128721/
our own Finnish lessons about how to think about public
What-Washington-can-learn-from-best-education-system-in
education from a Finnish perspective, and how to best
-the-world and an article about the conference from the
organize, deliver, and teach in public education in our state. Seattle Times: http://seattletimes.com/html/

December 2012/January 2013

While everyone who was lucky enough to hear Dr.
Sahlberg’s presentations was inspired and impressed, the
questions for us in Washington remains: Where do we go
from here? Several of the conference participants provided
answers, such as this: “We need to have a shift in the
thinking of Washington state policy makers. Fear, high
stakes testing and accountability are not the ingredients for
high quality education, whereas teacher development,
teacher leadership, teaching the whole child, respecting
the child as a child and a future citizen are some of the
building blocks for our society.”

finlandiafoundationseattle.com
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UW Finnish Program Donors Enjoy a Private Reception with Dr. Pasi Sahlberg
The supporters of the Finnish Studies Program at the University of
Washington gathered for a private reception with Dr. Pasi Sahlberg on the
evening of November 14 preceding his public lecture Finnish Lessons: What
the US can Learn from Educational Change in Finland. In addition to being an
ambassador of the Finnish school system Dr. Sahlberg is the Deputy Director
within the Finnish Ministry of Education in charge of its international
activities. His office funds half of the costs of the visiting Finnish lecturer at
the UW. Taija Hämäläinen, who arrived this fall, is the sixth person to hold the
job.
Professor Andy Nestingen thanked all the supporters of the Finnish Program:
students for their commitment in helping build new bridges between the
Northwest and Finland; the Department’s faculty for their commitment to building the program and the community supporters
whose generosity provides students opportunities to travel to Finland for work and study and brings leaders like Pasi Sahlberg to
the UW to engage in conversations that change ideas, institutions and lives.
A good time was had by all. The community members present felt that in giving they also receive.
In order to thrive, the Finnish Program needs continued and widening support. It needs to spread its roots. Please consider
becoming a donor. Your gift, in any amount, tells the UW how much the community cares for the program. Please send your check
Payable to: University of Washington Foundation
For: Eero and Helli Tetri Endowment Fund (emphasis on Finnish instruction), OR Finnish
Studies Endowment Fund (discretionary support) OR Kalevala Fund (scholarships)
Mail to: Finnish Studies at Scandinavian Department
University of Washington
Box 353420
Seattle, WA 98195-3420
Article and photos provided by: Judy Niemela and Pirkko Borland
(Continued from page 10)

“beautiful and traditional”and colleagues and
students alike to be “wonderful.” The former
have helped her to adjust to an educational
system in which she is expected not only to
teach, but also to publicize her program, recruit
students and engage in fund-raising. As for her
students, in their second and third years, Taija
is clearly impressed by their enthusiasm, their
eagerness to learn and their willingness to
participate in class.
And how about limited and precious moments
away from work? Taija is the newest member of
the Finlandia Foundation Seattle Chapter board,
as a member-at-large. Her expertise in
education will be especially useful to the board
as it makes decisions about its own longrunning language school and about scholarships
given by the local chapter. She has an active
social life with newly-made friends, enjoys
sports and walking, and goes to museums and
other cultural venues. She recently saw and
liked “Wicked” and plans to do more theaterFFSC Newsletter

going in the future.
Because she has spent time away from Finland
in the past, Taija professes no real
homesickness, though she does admit to
missing sourdough rye bread. Fortunately, she
has found a local bakery that turns out a worthy
substitute for the real thing in Finland. So
comfortable has she become in her short time
in Seattle that Taija does not even plan to
return home for Christmas. A friend from
Finland will be visiting, and the two of them will
experience the holiday season right here, with a
side trip to Canada. When summer comes, Taija
plans to do more traveling.
As for the future, Taija observes that the CIMO
lectureships must be renewed annually, with
five years as a maximum. So early in her first
year here, she obviously finds it difficult to say
with certainty what lies ahead. In the
meantime, this clearly energetic and talented
addition to the Finnish Studies Program and to
the local Finnish community will doubtless find
herself welcome however long she stays.

FFSC@finns.org
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GETTING TO KNOW THE NEW FINNISH LECTURER IN TOWN
By: Gary London
Taija Hämäläinen may be new to
Since Seattle now has the only CIMOSeattle, but she is quickly getting
supported lectureship in the Western
acquainted with the city, with the
Hemisphere, competition was keen
University of Washington, where she
when the previous lecturer, Aija Elg,
is the new lecturer in Finnish in the
decided to return to Finland. Taija
Scandinavian Studies Department,
says she was both surprised and
and with the local Finnish community.
delighted to receive the honor of
In fact, it was during the recent
coming to the University of
Finnish Community Bazaar that Taija
Washington. Her previous experience
took time off from duty at the Finnish
in the United States had been limited
Visiting Lecturer, Taija Hämäläinen
Studies table to be interviewed.
to that of tourist, largely on the East
Photo Courtesy of: Department of
Scandinavian Studies, University of
Taija herself is a product of the much- Washington
Coast. However, as a seasoned
praised Finnish educational system,
traveler, she has had little difficulty
though she has studied abroad as well. After
adjusting to her adopted city, even quickly
attending elementary and secondary schools in learning to navigate it by bus.
her home town of Lappeenranta, she decided to Upon arrival, Taija found an apartment that she
get some practical experience with Swedish by “loves” in a part of Seattle that is also appealing
going to Stockholm as an au pair. Having
to her. She likes the size of the city and its
succeeded in that goal, she returned to Finland, “European feel,” including the ban on grocery
where she attended the University of Helsinki.
store plastic bags and the presence of so many
Over the course of her formal education at the
bicycles. It’s also more liberal than she
University, Taija studied Finnish, particularly as expected, as evidenced by recent public support
a second language; Swedish, and speech
for gay marriage and legalization of the use of
therapy. She later returned to add Finnish
small amounts of marijuana.
literature to her graduate education. She
The just-completed American presidential
proudly declares herself a student of the
election was fascinating to her, differing
humanities.
considerably as it does from the process in
Taija augmented her education in Finland with
Finland, where the campaign is shorter but
several opportunities for learning abroad. For
candidates more ubiquitous in advertising and
example, she studied Finnish at the University
televised debates. She was also amazed to
of Stockholm, which, according to her, has the
discover that the election of the president had
largest Finnish language program outside
come down to a few swing states, where
Finland. While there, Taija focused especially
candidates spent their time and money, rather
on comparing the Finnish spoken by immigrants than engaging in a more national campaign.
from Finland to Sweden with that of Finns living Like many newcomers, Taija has been
in Finland. She found that Swedish words and
somewhat put off by the slowness of the
grammar had been added, at the same time
bureaucracy – eight weeks to get a Social
some archaic elements of Finnish had remained. Security card, for example. When asked to
Later, Taija also spent time at the University of compare service in the United States with that
Copenhagen on a kind of internship.
in Finland, she allowed as how it might be
For most of her twelve-year work life, Taija has friendlier here, but she sometimes finds the
taught what she had learned as a student. She expectation to engage in conversation with
has been employed by polytechnics and
salespersons to be exhausting.
universities to teach Finnish to native speakers Taija seems to have no reservations about her
and to those learning it as a second language.
experience at the University of Washington,
Most recently, she has taught at Haaga Helia
where she has found the campus to be
(Continued on page 9)
University of Applied Sciences in Helsinki.
December 2012/January 2013
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‘TIS THE SEASON FOR GIVING

By: Mia Spangenberg

The
short days and long nights may be back, but with the
holidays fast approaching, we can look forward to spending time
with loved ones and the joy of giving and receiving gifts. Many
of us in the Pacific Northwest also have the good fortune to work
for companies that encourage giving back to the community and
sponsor a matching gift program. Microsoft, for instance,
matches employee contributions at 100% up to a certain amount
per fiscal year, and during their recent giving campaign, I was
very pleased to find Finlandia Foundation Seattle Chapter in the
list of charitable organizations available for the corporate match.
Many thanks to the person or persons who registered FFSC on
the list and made it so easy for me to see my contribution
doubled! There are many other companies in the area that offer
matching contributions such as Starbucks, Expedia, Boeing,
Chase and Bank of America. You can check with your human
resources department to see what your options are for giving.
As a former recipient of FFSC scholarship money to pursue my
graduate studies in Finland, I can tell you from personal
experience that your contributions to these scholarships make a
difference. With my focus on contemporary literature and film in
Finland, it was essential for me to be able to spend time on the
ground, to interact with students and professors, to research in the
libraries and archives, and to partake in the rich and vibrant
cultural scene. The time I spent there helped me to become more
disciplined and organized, and made me a better researcher and
writer. It ranks among the best times of my graduate career.
Where else could I catch the latest plays by the likes of Pirkko

Saisio and Sofi Oksanen, or be able to browse Finnish books to
my heart’s content, or attend lectures on Finnish film at the
Finnish Film Archive?
Each experience was memorable, but one that stands out was the
opportunity to meet with one of my favorite authors, Leena
Lehtolainen, whose detective fiction I studied. I encountered a
down-to-earth person who openly reflected on her characters and
her works over coffee in an Espoo shopping center. I was struck
once again by the Finnish lack of pretension and the opportunities
for connection it can offer, just as I had been struck by seeing
then prime minister Paavo Lipponen calmly dining next to me in
a roadside diner in Mäntyharju in the late 1990s, with no security
guards.
As Finlandia Foundation members, we want our scholarship
recipients to succeed and ultimately, to become Finnophiles and
ambassadors of Finland for life. I carry with me a deepened
understanding of the Finns and eagerly share facts about Finland
whenever I have the opportunity. Each new person I talk to about
Finland picks up a fact or two about the language, culture,
politics or the people, and most assuredly walks away with a
positive impression.
So give if you can, and take advantage of your corporate
matching program if you can. Your contributions to scholarships
not only help more students to experience Finland, but to foster
continued knowledge-sharing about this little but fascinating
country.

Your donations help make this newsletter possible!
Our sincere gratitude and appreciation to the following donors:
Linda Dunn
Vieno Denny

Carole & Wayne Matta

Sincere Apreciation to Grant &
Scholarship Donors:
Linda Dunn

Carole & Wayne Matta

Mia Spangenberg with a Microsoft matching donation
(Schedule Notes from page #2)
* Tanhuajat practice is each Saturday, from 5:00 - 7:00 p.m. at the FLC Maki Hall,
8504 13th Avenue NW, Seattle
* Katrilli practice is each Sunday, from 5:00 - 7:00 p.m. at the Swedish Cultural Center,
1920 Dexter Avenue N, Seattle
* Barneleikarringen of Greater Seattle meet on first and third Sundays from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. at the Nordic Heritage Museum,
3014 NW 67th Street, Seattle
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You can never have enough cookie recipes– especially at
Christmastime! While both of the following recipes bear some
resemblance to shortbread, they are definitely different, and also unique from each other. While Spoon Cookies get their
distinctive flavor from browned butter and the filling that you choose to sandwich in the center, Melting Moments are
a light citrus surprise.
Happy Baking!

Spoon Cookies (lusikkaleivat)
1 cup (2 sticks) butter
2 cups all purpose flour
¾ teaspoon baking powder
1 large egg yolk
¾ cup sugar
1 tablespoon vanilla extract
¼ to ⅓ cup favorite jam or Nutella
Confectioners' sugar, for dusting
Preheat the oven to 325 degrees F. Line 2 baking sheets with parchment paper. Melt the butter in a small, heavy-bottomed saucepan
over medium heat. Continue to cook, swirling the pan occasionally, until the butter browns lightly and smells slightly nutty, about 15
minutes. Transfer the butter to a mixing bowl and cool slightly. Into a separate bowl, sift the flour, baking powder and salt. Whisk
the egg yolk, sugar and vanilla into the cooled browned butter. Stir the dry ingredients into the butter mixture to make a uniform but
crumbly dough that looks like wet sand. Scoop out dough with a small teaspoon (the kind you eat or stir coffee with, not a measuring
spoon). Press dough into the spoon, packing firmly, then scrape the spoon against the inside of the bowl to make spoon-shaped
cookies. Trim excess dough with your fingers and slide out onto the prepared pans. Bake cookies until just browned, about 12 to 15
minutes. Cool almost completely on the baking sheets, and then transfer cookies to a rack to cool. When cool, spread ½ teaspoon jam
or Nutella on the flat side of a cookie, and then sandwich together with a second cookie. Repeat until all cookies have been
sandwiched. Lightly dust the cookies with the confectioners' sugar. Serve.

Melting Moments
1 cup butter
⅓ cup sifted confectioners sugar
1¼ cups of flour
½ cup of cornstarch
¼ teaspoon almond extract
¼ teaspoon orange extract
Citrus Glaze (see below)
Cream butter in large bowl. Add confectioners sugar gradually, beating until light and fluffy. Sift in flour and cornstarch; mix well.
Add extracts and mix well. Chill, covered, for one hour. Shape dough into one-inch balls. Place three inches apart on greased cookie
sheet. Flatten each with the bottom of a small glass dipped in sugar (lightly grease glass the first time). Bake at 350 degrees F for 10
minutes or until completely set. Cookies will not brown. Remove to a wire rack. Drizzle glaze evenly over warm cookies. Let stand
until cool. Store in airtight container.
Citrus glaze:
1¼ cup sifted confectioners sugar
1 tablespoon melted butter
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 tablespoon orange juice
½ teaspoon orange extract

Taina’s Tips:
The dough can be prepared
several hours ahead and stored
at room temperature or you can
freeze baked cookie halves
wrapped tightly in plastic
wrap, followed by aluminum
foil for up to 2 weeks. Thaw
and fill when ready to serve.

Combine all ingredients in bowl. Beat with wire whisk until smooth.
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Scenes from the
34th Annual Finnish Community Bazaar
Photos courtesy of: Syrene Forsman and Ron Karjala
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FINLANDIA FOUNDATION® NATIONAL
is accepting applications for its 2013 Grants and Scholarship programs until February 1, 2013.

GRANTS

SCHOLARSHIPS

For non-profit cultural projects of
local or national significance

 Scholarships are awarded to fulltime
undergraduate (sophomore or higher)
and graduate students enrolled in an
accredited post-secondary institution.
 A 3.0 GPA is required.
 Financial need and course of study are
considered, and U.S. or Finnish
citizenship is required.
 Students studying subjects related to
Finnish culture receive special
consideration.

 Projects should benefit the general-public, not
only the sponsor or sponsoring organization.
 Grants should show evidence or testimony of
high cultural, educational, artistic, or scientific
merit.
 Special consideration is allotted to projects
endorsed or sponsored by an FF chapter.
 Salaries to project staff or employees are not
allowable.

Mail both Grant and Scholarship Finlandia Foundation National
applications to:
P.O. Box 92298
Pasadena, CA 91109-2298

Email:

office@finlandiafoundation.org
Fax (626) 795-6533

Please add Delivery Confirmation and Signature Required Services to your application.
Full guidelines and applications are available on www.FinlandiaFoundation.org

Funds
The following funds support Grants and Scholarships:
Vaino Hoover Memorial General Fund
MidWest General Fund
Gertrude Kujala Memorial Finnish Music Fund
Jaakko Tuominen Memorial Sports Fund
Jean E. Sainio-Nolan Scholarship Fund
Urho Kivikoski Education Fund
Walima Fund for Folk Music
Paloheimo/Fenyes Visual Arts Grant & Scholarship Fund
Eero and Helli Tetri Fund
Elma Randall Memorial Finnish-American Heritage Fund

Festival Fund
Finlandia Foundation Florida Scholarship Fund
Finlandia Foundation National Capital Chapter Special Fund
Finnish-Swedish Cultural Fund
Bert and Marjatta Salonen Business Education Fund
Sundquist Endowment for the Arts Fund
UFBS Lodge # 1 of San Francisco Fund for Scholars
Helin/Korpela Social Sciences Fund
Pertti Lindfors Legal Studies Fund

Finlandia Foundation Chapters are located in:
Ashtabula, OH; Atlanta, GA; Baltimore, MD; Bellingham, WA; Boston, MA; Canterbury, CT; Cape Cod, MA; Chicago,
IL; Dallas, TX; Denver, CO; Farmington Hills, MI; Fitchburg, MA; Frederick, SD; Grand Rapids, MI; Hancock, MI;
Hibbing, MN; Ithaca, NY; Jefferson City, MT; Levittown, PA; Los Angeles, CA; Marquette, MI; Minneapolis, MN;
Monson, ME; Moorhead, MN; Naselle, WA; New York, NY; Palm Beach, FL; Philadelphia, PA; Phoenix, AZ; Pittsburgh,
PA; Portland, OR; Red Lodge, MT; Rutland, MA; Sacramento, CA; San Francisco, CA; Seattle, WA (2); Sonoma, CA;
South Thomaston, ME; Spokane, WA; Tucson, AZ; Virginia Beach, VA; Washington, DC;

Finlandia Foundation® National is the most important private source of support for Finnish culture in the U. S.
®

Finlandia Foundation National, P.O. Box 92298, Pasadena, CA 91109-2298 phone (626) 795-2081
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FINLANDIA FOUNDATION SEATTLE CHAPTER
FINNISH LANGUAGE CLASSES WINTER TRIMESTER 2013
Thursdays at the Finnish Lutheran Church in Seattle
8504 13th Avenue NW
Seattle, WA 98117

January 10 – March 7 (10 weeks)
Beginning Finnish 7:00-8:30 pm (Christopher Morris)
Advanced Finnish (tentative)
TBA – if you are interested in this level, please email Jenni Salmi with the subject “Advanced Finnish”
for more information
About our classes:
 minimum 5 participants, max ~10
 tuition for winter is $87 and due on first day of class
classes are first-come, first-served: please bring this registration form with you, filled, with a check made out to Finlandia
Foundation Seattle Chapter. If you cannot make the first session, please email Jenni Salmi to notify.
Queries and contact:
If you have any questions about current or upcoming classes, or which level would suit you the best, please contact Jenni Salmi
via email: jenni.salmi@gmail.com. Please include the class title or “FFSC Finnish” in the email subject line.
Student information
________________________________________________________________________
Name
Email
________________________________________________________________________
Mailing address
City, zip
________________________________________________________________________
Telephone
Best time to call

□

Beginner class

Payment amount: tuition $ _______ Membership $ _______, TOT. $ ______
Check # ______
Payment date _____
Are you a FFSC member yet?
Membership is by the calendar year, so join now for 2013!

In Memory...


Ireene Anna-Liisa Koski

July 7, 1925 ~ October 20, 2012

Ms. Koski is survived by her brothers Alvar (Rita), Pentti (Leena) and Mikko (Lorena) Koski from the Puget
Sound area. Surviving siblings in Finland are brothers Heikki (Ulla) and Erkki (Irja) Koski and sisters
Anneli Jaakonmaki and Anja Nivala along with many nieces and nephews in both the USA and Finland.


Phil Raistakka

March 24, 1935 ~ November 3, 2012

Mr. Raistakka is survived by his wife, Anita, son Steve (Cheryl) Raistakka, daughter Debbie Chavez,
daughter Deanna (Tim) Wilson, grandson Matthew Raistakka, grandson Jason Raistakka of Portland, OR,
granddaughter Amanda Wilson of Vancouver, WA and numerous other relatives and friends.
FFSC Newsletter
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Words to be Shared
We have all attended functions where we’ve listened to a speech by a particularly dynamic or entertaining presenter who shared
anecdotes, information and insights that we later wish we could recall. Following are excerpts from two speeches— one recent and one
from a memorable IDDD celebration years ago. Both may be found in their entirety on our web site at finlandiafoundationseattle.com.
In August, Dr. Greg Jacobs, PhD Emeritus Professor, PSU, author of "Fundamentals of Grammar and Writing" and "Fin, Finns and
Astorians" spoke at the 52nd annual United Finnish Kaleva Brothers and Sisters Grand Lodge Convention in Portland. Shared
here are observations of an American-born boy with Finnish roots raised in a community with a strong Finnish presence.
Finnish to me as a young boy on the farm in Svenson was paha poika and paska housut and voi, voi, sentään, minne vesi
kannetaan. We grew up in the west end of town where most of the Finns lived, and our mailman, whose name was Willie, was
Chinese. Willie delivered our mail for thirty years, and there were so many Finns living on his route in Union Town, he taught
himself Finnish. He loved to speak Finnish to my mom, and once I heard him say, “Dorothy, it’s a cold day in he** when a Chinaman
speaks better Finn than you do.”
Submitted by: Lynn B. Wirta
During his address to the attendees of the 1985 FFSC Independence Day Dinner and Dance, E. Norman Westerberg spoke
eloquently on the history, spirit and accomplishments of Finns. At the time, Norman was Honorary Consul for Finland in
Washington State — a position he held for many years. He continues to be an active participant in the organizational life of the
local Finnish community and in Nordic Heritage Museum. His work on behalf of Finland has been acknowledged by many
honors, including being named Commander of the Order of the Lion.
The Finnish way of Independence celebration is typical of the Finnish character. It is a tradition to light candles in the windows of
private and public buildings on the evening of December 6. Finns had used this method in silent protest against Russian harassment
in the early years of this century, when they were not allowed to assemble and publicly voice their dissatisfaction. Also in the
evening of December 6, thousands of students and others march quietly, with lighted torches, through the city streets to Senate
Square in Helsinki. The “quiet Finn” is a characteristic not only for the individuals, as told in so many stories, but also of the nation
as a whole.
And it is about the quiet way Finland has gone about maintaining and strengthening its independence that I would like to comment
today. It is not only important to successfully launch a ship, and keep it floating, it must be able to carry heavy loads, and withstand
storms on the often wavy seas and international waters. I would like to believe that Finland’s independence is as strong as the
icebreakers it builds, and is famous for.
Submitted by: Gary London

FFN Scholarships with Local Chapter Participation
Finlandia Foundation National is encouraging its member chapters to support the Salolampi Language Village program.
Six (6) scholarships, $300 each, are made available in 2013, covering approximately one-half of the one-week tuition,
matching the equal or larger scholarship from the local chapter. Selection will be made on a first-come first-serve basis, first-time
campers receiving priority. The name of the participating child(ren) must be submitted to the Finlandia Foundation National office
by February 28, 2013. This scholarship can also be used as a part of the tuition for a multi week session at Salolampi. The
individual scholarship funds will be transferred directly to Concordia Language Villages. Concordia Language Village early
registration will receive the 2012 tuition rates until December 1, 2012. Needs-based requests are due by February 28, 2013. The
Salolampi Foundation Early Discount Scholarship deadline is April 1, 2013. Scholarships are available from their websites:
salolampi.org and concordialanguagevillages.org/newsite. Any remaining costs, such as travel, need to be covered by the parents.

Teacher(s) Needed for Finnish Classes!
Anyone interested in teaching one of our Finnish classes
should contact Jenni Salmi at jenni.salmi@gmail.com.
December 2012/January 2013
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Members and Friends……..
See what others have been doing!

Four generations of UFKBS Lodge #11 member’s family.
Hera Owen, her daughter, Ramona, her granddaughter
Kupala and great grand daughter Emmalani.
Photo submitted by: Lynn Wirta

Hilkka Toivola enjoying the November pitopöytä at the
Finnish Lutheran Church with her grandchildren, their
spouses and friends.
Photo submitted by: Mina Manchester
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JoAnne Rudo’s granddaughter,
Louisa Rudo at the Cultural
Crossroads Festival
Photo by: Jal Schrof

Dear Members,
Please let us know about your
family celebrations. Has there been a
birth, graduation or wedding that
you would like to share? We’d love
to rejoice with you!
Just email the information to:
ffsceditor@ymail.com or mail to:
FFSC
PO Box 75052
Seattle, WA, 98175-0052
FFSC Newsletter
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Finnish Lutheran Church
8504 13th Avenue NW
Seattle, WA 98117
Telephone: 206 789 0864
Pastor: Kaarlo Pöllänen
e-mail: kaarlopollanen@hotmail.com
Services:
Every Sunday, 10 AM
Office hours: Tuesday, 6-8 PM ,
Thursday, 9-11 AM
Sunday School the second Sunday of each month
Regarding Church matters, please call:
Kaarlo Pöllänen
425 614 5447
Heikki Männistö
425 603 0517
Rita Vermala-Koski 206 363 0225
Donations: For people in need. You can bring items to FLC Entrance Hall. We will deliver them to Ballard
Food Bank. Non perishable food. THANK YOU!
“He who is kind to the poor lends to the Lord, and He will reward him for what he has done.” Proverbs
19:17

WELCOME TO THE CHURCH !
The United Finnish Kaleva
Brothers and Sisters Lodge #11
Seattle, WA 98117
“Veljeys, Sisaruus, Auttavaisuus, Tasa-arvoisuus, Rakkaus”
“Brotherhood, Sisterhood, Benevolence, Equality, Love”

Membership is open to people of Finnish origin, their families and friends who have a desire to
unite around preserving Finnish heritage, culture, ideals, and traditions.
The membership meetings begin at 12:30 PM with a potluck light lunch at 1:45 PM on the second
Sunday of the month at the Finnish Lutheran Church, 8504 13 Avenue NW, Seattle, 98117.
Contact President Lynn B. Wirta, at LBWirta52@gmail.com
or
Secretary Ruth St. Hilaire at kengorshkow@comcast.net
for further information.

Please note, the deadline for the February/March
Edition of the Newsletter is January 8, 2013.
All submitted ads and articles will be printed as space permits,
and at the discretion of the Editor.
December 2012/January 2013
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JOIN US! OR RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP!
(Membership is by the calendar year— Jan 1—Dec 31)
THE SEATTLE CHAPTER OF FINLANDIA FOUNDATION
Dues:

Finlandia Foundation Seattle Chapter

Name:______________________________________________

Single $20/yr

Couple/Family $25/yr

Ind. Senior or Student $15/yr

Senior Couple $20/yr

Supporting $50

Lifetime $300

Address: ____________________________________________

Dues Enclosed

$________

____________________________________________________

My donation to the
FFSC Grant &
Scholarship fund

$ ________

Newsletter donation:

$ ________

Total Enclosed **

$ ________

Telephone: _________________________________________
E-Mail: _____________________________________________
Please check here if you do not wish to be acknowledged as a
donor to FFSC.

I WANT TO VOLUNTEER!!! PLEASE CONTACT ME ABOUT: _________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
I WOULD LIKE TO SEE MY CHAPTER SUPPORT THE FOLLOWING: _____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 New / Returning Member
 Renewal—Address Same as Label

 Renewal—Address Change (enter correct above)

FINLANDIA FOUNDATION SEATTLE CHAPTER —PO BOX 75052, SEATTLE, WA 98175-0052
** Dues and donations are tax deductible. We are a 501(c)3 corporation.

To join or renew electronically, visit www.finnsnw.com/FFSC/e-pay.htm

COMMERCIAL DISPLAY
ADVERTISEMENTS

FFSC UNCLASSIFIEDS
FOR INDIVIDUALS

The FFSC Newsletter has a circulation of about 1,000 readers around the
Pacific Northwest, the majority are in the Puget Sound region, but are also as
far away as the eastern US. Consider placing your ad in the FFSC
Newsletter. Contact FFSC (see page 3) for more details—or email
FFSC@finns.org

For individuals, $5 minimum, 4
lines of copy (~40 characters per
line).
$1 per line thereafter.
Commercial rates: $15 minimum
(~40 characters per line ) $5 /
line thereafter.

Advertisements should be camera ready, or a digital file (.bmp or .tif) can be
provided. Alternatively an ad can be submitted in MS Publisher 2000
format. Checks should be made payable to Finlandia Foundation Seattle
Chapter (FFSC).
2 “ column $22 /issue
3” column $33 /issue
1/4 page $44 / issue
1/2 page $66 / issue
Full page $99 / issue

$60 / 3 issues
$95 / 3 issues
$125 / 3 issues
$185 / 3 issues
$288 / 3 issues

$115 / 6 issues (1 yr )
$176 / 6 issues (1 yr )
$232 / 6 issues (1 yr )
$351 / 6 issues (1 yr )
$532 / 6 issues (1 yr )

For more information contact the FFSC Chapter or advertising manager—
(see page 3 for details).
FFSC Newsletter
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Send checks or money order (no
cash please) to:

FFSC UNClassifieds
PO Box 75052
Seattle, WA 98175
Please note newsletter deadlines
on page 3.
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